Real Story

Fake-“boss” bounces own company

A conscientious financial accounting employee receives a task from the board of directors. Strictly confidential transaction for a company purchase. 50 million euros flow to shell companies in China, Taiwan, and Slovakia. The mail account of the supposed boss was a fake, the millions have disappeared. This scam - “fake president fraud” - is constantly on the rise and, according to the FBI, has so far caused damage of 280 billion U.S. dollars.

EASY HANDLING AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION
✓ Simple usage via common software
✓ Established partner interfaces for auto-enrollment or use in Email gateways enable carefree managed PKI
✓ Easy integration in popular e-billing, ERP, DMS, and workflow systems
✓ Support for the integration of the certificate infrastructure (PKI) into existing systems

PRICING
✓ from € 10 p.A. / user
✓ best price guarantee*
✓ individual contract duration
✓ No fees for revocation or changes, pay what you really need

* If you provide us with a binding offer for a cheaper equivalent certificate from an eIDAS-compliant provider within 2 weeks of purchase, we will refund the difference +10%.

TRUST, WE VERIFY!
Tel.: +43 1 532 09 44 | Fax: +43 1 53 20 974
Email: info@globaltrust.eu
https://globaltrust.eu/en/company

GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY
Managed PKI for enterprises

What is GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY?
GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY provides companies with a root certificate. The company can issue individual certificates for all employees, services, and devices. If an employee leaves, these certificates can be revoked immediately. Depending on the needs, these certificates can be used for signing and encrypting e-mails, for document signing, VPN services and login purposes (SINGLE SIGN ON). Identity theft, phishing, ransomware and fake invoices are a thing of the past.

Why GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY
✓ FLEXIBLE - Customized certificate profiles allow you to present statements that you want - no out-of-the-box-solution
✓ TRUSTWORTHY - Digital signatures prove the origin of a message and secure the integrity of electronic documents
✓ EXTENSIBLE - Ready-to-use implementations available for many popular partner applications
✓ SCALEABLE - Your company grows, GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY grows with it
✓ COMPLIANT - Avoid liability traps according to GDPR due to data leakage – encryption using the latest algorithms is considered a particularly suitable means
✓ SIMPLE - Issue certificates around the clock, without being bound to office hours and processing time

ALL YOUR BENEFITS

FLEXIBLE
TRUSTWORTHY
COMPLIANT
SIMPLE

GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY
ALL YOUR BENEFITS
LGV is the largest vegetable producer in the best regions of Austria. Over 150 gardener families and farmers from LGV produce more than 44,000 tons of fresh vegetables annually on their farms in Vienna, Lower Austria and Burgenland.

For the signature and encryption of our Email traffic we rely on the user-friendly COMPANY interface, which immensely reduces the effort of our certificate management, given our number of employees and a corresponding number of PC workstations and devices.

Philipp Leitner, Head of Information Technology, LGV Sonnengemüse registered cooperative (Vienna)

---

Types of GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY

- **GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY BASIC** (from 50 certificates valid at the same time)
- **GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY PRO** (for organizations with sub entities and complex structures)
- **GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY UNLIMITED** (issue as much as you want)
- **GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY PKI** (Root certificate for private PKI)

“LGV is the largest vegetable producer in the best regions of Austria. Over 150 gardener families and farmers from LGV produce more than 44,000 tons of fresh vegetables annually on their farms in Vienna, Lower Austria and Burgenland.

For the signature and encryption of our Email traffic we rely on the user-friendly COMPANY interface, which immensely reduces the effort of our certificate management, given our number of employees and a corresponding number of PC workstations and devices.”

Philipp Leitner, Head of Information Technology, LGV Sonnengemüse registered cooperative (Vienna)
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These partners help you with integration of GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY

---

**GLOBALTRUST® COMPANY**

- Interoperability through conformity with X509v3 and RFC 5280
- Future-proof signature procedures with RSA 4096 or ECDSA secp256r1
- Possible key usages: signing and encrypting Emails and other documents, TLS client authentication
- Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is provided free of charge
- Optional OCSP-Support (Online Certificate Status Protocol)
- Optional certificate dissemination via LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)
- Numerous supported signature schemes e.g. PAdES (PDF Advanced Electronic Signature), XAdES (XML Advanced Electronic Signatures), ...

---

As a qualified trust service provider according to EU Regulation eIDAS and Austrian national law, operations are conducted under the supervision of the Telekom-Control Commission/RTR GmbH. GLOBALTRUST® is subject to a strict annual quality control by accredited auditors and guarantees a 24/7 operation in ISO-27001-certified data centres.
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**e-commerce monitoring GmbH**

Office: Handelskai 388 (Entrance Wahlstraße 299), A-1020 Vienna, Austria

Tel.: +43 1 53 20 944 | Fax: + 43 1 53 20 974

Email: info@globaltrust.eu | Online: www.globaltrust.eu

VAT: ATU54992708 | HG Wien - FN224536 a | Jurisdiction Vienna
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**GLOBALTRUST®**
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